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Absolute Continuity of 
Operator-Self-Decomposable Distributions on Rd * 
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Communicated by T. Hida 
It is shown that every genuinely d-dimensional operator-self-decomposable 
distribution is absolutely continuous. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULT 
A probability measure p on Rd is said to be an operator-self-decomposable 
distribution (Jurek [ 21) or a Levy’s probability measure (Urbanik [7]), if 
there are sequences {X,}, {a,} and {A,} of independent Rd-valued random 
variables, d-vectors and linear transformations (invertible linear operators) 
on Rd, respectively, such that the distribution of A,, Cy=, Xj - a,, converges 
weakly to p and, for every E > 0, max, g jGn P(IA,XjI > E) tends to zero as 
n -+ co. Here ]a ] denotes the Euclidean norm in Rd. Let us call such a 
probability measure OL distribution in this paper, suggested by Sato [5]. A 
probability measure on Rd is said to be genuinely d-dimensional if it is not 
concentrated on any (d- I)-dimensional hyperplane. In this paper we will 
prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. If ,u is a genuinely d-dimensional OL distribution on Rd, then 
it is absolutely continuous (with respect to the d-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure). 
Recently, Sato [4] proved that every genuinely d-dimensional L 
distribution on Rd is absolutely continuous. The outline of our proof is the 
same as Sato’s method. But some difficulties arise. One difficulty is that we 
need to use a restriction of the Levy measure of an OL distribution to some 
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manifold in Rd, not a linear subspace. The dimension of the support of the 
distribution corresponding to the restriction may be greater than that of the 
submanifold. This difficulty is overcome by considering spaces invariant 
under the linear transformation Q, discovered by Urbanik [ 71, associated 
with the OL distribution. 
2. A REPRESENTATION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS 
For x,zERd, we denote the inner product of x and z by x1 z. Let 
R: = (0, oo)k, the k-fold product of the open half line. For a linear operator 
A on Rd, we denote the adjoint of A by A’ and let eA = exp A = 
xja,, ($-‘A-‘. Let M+(Rd) be the class of linear operators all of whose 
eigenvalues have positive real parts. The class of Bore1 subsets of a Bore1 set 
T is denoted by 9(T). Let xE be the indicator function of a set E. We denote 
by Spt p the support of a measure p. 
By the definition, it is obvious that OL distributions are infinitely divisible. 
It is well known that if p is an infinitely divisible distribution on Rd, then its 
characteristic function p(z), z E Rd, is uniquely represented as 
expiyaz-2-‘Az*z+ 
I (2-l) Rd 
where g(z, x) = eir’* - 1 - (iz . x)(1 + IX/~)-‘, y E Rd, A is a symmetric and 
nonnegative definite linear operator on Rd and v is a measure (called Levy 
measure) on Rd such that ~(10)) = 0 and 
i RdIx/* (1 + Ixl’)-’ v(dx) < 03. 
Let us define the finite measure v” by f(dx) = j x I2 (1 + 1 x I’) - ’ v(dx). 
Let p be a probability measure on Rd and let Q E M+(Rd). We say that p 
is Q-selfdecomposable if for each f E R, there is a characteristic function 
J&(Z) such that 
p(z) =@(emfQ’z)&(z) 
for z E Rd. Urbanik [7] showed that if p is a genuinely d-dimensional OL 
distribution, then there is Q E M+(Rd) such that p is Q-self-decomposable 
and that if p is Q-self-decomposable for some Q in M+(Rd), then it is an OL 
distribution on Rd. He also obtained a representation of the characteristic 
functions. To prove our theorem, we need another representation theorem, 
which is a refinement of the representation of Wolfe [8] and the extension of 
Sato’s representation of multivariate L distributions 131 to OL distributions. 
hR3/13/4-5 
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LetScbethesetofxERdsuchthatIx]=l and]efQx]>lfort>O.This 
set S, is a Bore1 set. Let u Q - e (‘ogu)Q. 
Rd\{O) by pQ(% t) = up6 
Define a map qQ from R + x S, onto 
Th e map pa is a Bore1 isomorphism. These facts 
are found in [l] and [2]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let Q E M, (Rd). A probability measure p is Q-self- 
decomposable if and only ifp is infinitely divisible and the quantities A and v 
in (2.1) are represented as 
Az.z= eeSQBeesQ’z . z ds (2.2) 
with a symmetric and nonnegative definite linear operator B on Rd and 
v(pQ(E x F)) = j W3 j k,(u) u - ’ du (2.3) F E 
for E E 9(R +) and FE 9(S,) where A is either the zero measure or a 
probability measure on (S,, 9(S,)) and k,(u) is nonnegative, nonincreasing 
and right continuous in u and S(SQ)-measurable in r such that 
o< ~+~~Qy~~(~+~u~~~‘)lk,(u)u-‘d~=c~~ 
! (2.4) 
and c does not depend on <. This representation is unique in the sense that y, 
B and J are unique and k, is unique up to r of A-measure zero. 
Proof: If ,LJ is Q-self-decomposable, then it is infinitely divisible by 
Urbanik’s theorem. First, we consider the Levy measure v of ,K Let cpl(t, <) = 
pQ(e’, l). Let c = v’(p,,(R x S,)). If c = 0, then we set A = 0. Let c > 0. We 
define a probability measure v, on (R X S,, 9(R X S,)) by v,(a) = 
c-‘f(qi(.)). Let T be the projection operator to S, defined on R X S,. 
Define a probability measure 1 on (S,, 9(S,)) by A(.) = v,(T-I(.)). By the 
existence theorem of conditional probability, there exists {p(<, E)}lsSa,EE,2C(Rj 
such that for fixed E E 9(R) p(., E) is S(S,)-measurable, for fixed C E S, 
p(& .) is a probability measure on (R, 9(R)) and for every E E 9(R) and 
FE Lg(sQ), vl(E X F) = jFp(& E) J(&). Let 
ffl(t)=cjm (1 +IefQT12)IefQ~l-2p(T,dt) 
I 
which is finite since, for b E R, there are a > 0 and ci > 0 such that le’Qc] > 
ah”’ for t > b ([7, p. 1401). We have that 
s 
R lefQ(j2 (1 + le’Q<12)-’ dHt(t) = -c 
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and 
Since p is Q-self-decomposable and ,&(z)/$(e-‘Q’z) is the characteristic 
function of an infinitely divisible distribution ([ 7, p. 134]), we have for a > b 
and for every u > 0, 
H,(b) - H&a) > H,(b + u) - H,(a + u) 
for A-almost every <. Hence H,(x) is nonnegative, nonincreasing, convex in x, 
lim,, H,(x) = 0 and measurable in <. There exists a function h,(x) which is 
nonnegative, nonincreasing and right continuous in x and measurable in r 
such that 
H,(x) = j* h,(u) du for A-almost every l. 
x 
Let k[(~) = h,(log u). Then we have 
I R+ luQ@ (1 + ]uQ@-’ k,(u) a-’ du = c 
and 
v(~Q(E X F)) = j A(d<) J k,(u) u _ ’ du 
F E 
for E E 9(R+) and FE 9(S,). Let us consider the Gaussian part. By the 
Q-self-decomposability of p, A - e-‘QAe-‘Q’ should also be symmetric and 
nonnegative definite. Since 
A - e-‘QAe-‘Q’ = (AQ’ + QA)t + O(t”) as t-0, 
AQ’ + QA should be symmetric and nonnegative definite. Let 
AQ’ + QA = B. We have 
e-SQBe-SQ'z . z ds = - @‘z . z) ds = z . AZ. 
This shows (2.2). Conversely, if the quantities A and v are represented as 
(2.2) and (2.3), respectively, with a symmetric and nonnegative definite 
linear operator B, a probability measure L and a function k, that satisfy the 
conditions in the proposition, then it is obvious that ~1 is Q-self- 
decomposable. Uniqueness follows from the uniqueness of the representation 
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(2.1) of infinitely divisible characteristic functions and the uniqueness of 
conditional probability. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 
LEMMA 1 (Sato [4]). Let ,u be an infinitely divisible distribution on Rd 
with Levy measure v. If v has infinite total mass and if, for some n, the n-fold 
convolution v”’ of v” is absolutely continuous, then ,u is absolutely continuous. 
LEMMA 2. Let F(t) be a real analytic function on Rd which is not iden- 
tically zero and let Z = {t E Rd; F(t) = 0). Then Z is contained in a coun- 
table union of (d - 1 )-dimensional smooth manifolds. 
Proof: Let to E 2. Since F(t) is not identically zero, there exists a multi- 
index a = (a, ,..., ad) such that (i3/i%)a F(t’) # 0 and (a/&)5 F(t’) = 0 for 
,8 = (/Ii ,..., Pd) such that pj < aj, j = l,..., d, and /3 # a((a/at)” = aat+ ‘,d/ 
atp .a. i?t:d). If a, > 1, then, by the theorem on implicit functions, there exist 
a neighborhood U(t”) of to and a function g(u) of class C” defined on a 
neighborhood V, of (to 2,..., ts) such that IV, = {t E U(t”); (i3/at)*-‘1 F(r) = 0) 
is represented as t = (g(t* ,..., td), t, ,..., td) with (tz ,..., td) E I’, , where 
Ei = (di, )...) Bid). Here 6, denotes Kronecker’s delta. If a2 > 1 and if 
(~/~t)a-E~-E2 F(t) = 0 at a point t’ E U(t”)\W,, there exist a neighborhood 
U(t’) of t’ and a function gl(u) of class C” defined on a neighborhood V, of 
<t:, t:,..., t:) such that fiZ = (t E U(t’); (iY/~t)a-‘~-E~ F(t) = 0) is represented 
as t = (t, 9 g,(t, , t, ,-.., td). t, ,.**, td) with (t,, t, ,..., td) E V,. Thus 
w,= {t E cY(tO)\W,; (a/at)n-El-&* F(t) = O} forms a countable union of 
(d - 1)dimensional smooth manifold. Continuing this procedure a finite 
number of times, we obtain that the zero points of F(t) in U(t”) is contained 
in a countable union of (d - 1)-dimensional smooth manifolds. We 
immediately get the conclusion. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let Q E h4,(Rd). Let ,a be a Q-self-decomposable 
distribution on Rd with Levy measure v. Let I and k be the quantities in 
Proposition 1 corresponding to ,u. Suppose that there is a subspace H of Rd 
containing Spt A such that A.( W n So) = 0 for every proper subspace W of H 
and the smallest Q-invariant subspace which contains H coincides with Rd. 
Then p is absolutely continuous. 
Prooj Let dim H = l< d. Let us show that there are vectors e, ,..., e, in 
H and positive integers k and j, ,..., j, such that I= j, > j, > .a. > j, and 
xi=, j, = d with the following properties: 
(9 e ,,..., ej,, Qe, ,..., Qej,,..., Qk-‘e,,..., Qk-‘ej, are linearly 
independent ; 
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(ii) for every m (2 < m < k) the vectors Q”-’ ej,+ i,..., Qm-‘e, are 
contained in the subspace spanned by e, ,..., ej,, Qe, ,..., Qej *,..., Qm-‘e, ,..., 
Q”-‘ej,. 
Let (e, ,..., el} be a basis of H. Assume that we have chosen j, ,..., j, with 
the desired properties. If n, = ~~=, j,. < d, then by the assumption that the 
smallest Q-invariant subspace which contains H coincides with Rd, the rank 
of e this ,;a..?,be, frn;t? ,,..., Qm-‘ejm, Q”‘e ,,..., Q”ej, is greater than n,. Let 
‘,,,+i. By rearranging e,,..., ej,, we can assume that 
e, ,..., ej ,,..., Qme’: ,..., Q”ej,,, are linearly independent. It is easy to see that 
Qmej,,,+,+ll-, Q “‘e, are contained in the subspace spanned by e, ,..., ej, ,..., 
Q’%,,..., Q”ej,+,. Thus, after a suitable number of rearrangements, we get 
the desired {e, ,..., e,}. Let Z E .2(Rd) be a set of Lebesgue measure zero. We 
have 
where v(u) = ‘&,“‘, ud) = @t, + ‘-* + +t, and i;,(u) = 1 uQlgZ 
(1 + (uQc1*)-’ k,(u) 24-l. I n order to prove our proposition, it is enough to 
show that v”*(Z) = 0 (use Lemma 1). Let H, be the subspace spanned by 
Qm-‘e, ,..., Q”-‘ej,. Every x E Rd is uniquely represented as the sum 
Xl + ..- + x, of x, E H,, m = l,..., k. Define T, by T,,,x = x, . Let N, be 
the kernel of the restriction of T,,,Q”-’ to H. Since the range T,Q”-l(H) 
coincides with H,, dim N, = 1 -j,. Let W,,,(x, ,..., x,.) be the subspace 
spanned by N,,, and xl,..., x,. We divide (S, n H)d into several parts. Let L 
be the set of (r ,,..., rd) in (S, ~7 H)d such that dim W,(r,m-,+ i,..., <,,) = 1 
for m = l,..., k. Let, for r = 0, l,..., j, - 1, K,, be the set of (<i ,..., ld) in 
(S, n H)d\L such that dim W,(~,m~,+, ,..., t;,,) = I -j, + r. Let, for r > 1 
and for n,- 1 + 1 < i, < . . . < i, < n,, K,(i, ,..., i,) be the set of (<, ,..., rd) in 
K,, such that dim W,,,(&,,.,., &,) = 1 -j, + r. Furthermore, let M,(x,~ ,,..., xi,> 
be the set of (<j)j+i ,,‘.‘, i, in (S, n H)d-r such that (<i ,..., Td) E K,(i, ,..., i,) 
for &, = xi ,,..., ri, = xi,. We have 
(SQnH)d=Lu 6 K, (3.1) 
VI=1 
j,-1 
Km=K,oV u U K,(i, ,..., i,). 
r=l n,-,+l<i,<. . . <i&n, 
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It is easy to see that 
= (A@, n Z-Z))d-jm j
(sanHv 
fi A(dxi,J(A(SQ n wm(xi, 3**.3 Xf,>))jmmr 
4= I 
=o (3.2) 
and 
d 
n(drj) = (/I& f-l H))d-'m (A& n N,)y'm = 0, (3.3) 
since A(S, n W,,,(xi, ,..., xi)) = 0 for r = l,..., j, - 1 and A(S, n N,) = 0 by 
the assumption. The Jacobian J of u = (u,,..., ud) = v(u) is of the form 
(det Q) det(uyl,,..., ~,“c,). 
Let CC , ,-.., cd) E L. Then & ,-.T t,,, Qt,,, , ,.--, Qt,,,,..., Qk- ‘t,,..,+ , . . . . . Qk-‘td 
are linearly independent. Let 
a,& + *** +adQk-‘<,=O. 
Then, applying Tk to the both sides of the above equality, we have 
a ,,_,+,TkQk-‘&,_,+, + ... -~-cI~T~Q~-‘<~=O and thus a,,-,+, = -.. = 
ad = 0. Repeating this procedure, we get that aI = a2 = .a. = ad = 0. Note 
that det(uPr, ,..., uzr,) is a real analytic function of (u, ,..., ud) in Rd, . From 
the above linear independence it is easy to see that this function is not 
identically zero. By Lemma 2, there is a closed set N of d-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure zero such that Jf 0 for u in Rd, \N. By the change of 
variables u t, v(u) = u, we see that, for every u” in Rd,\N, there is an open 
set U such that u” E U c Rd, \N and 
X,(Y) J- ’ du, . . . dv, = 0. 
Here we have used the assumption that Z is of measure zero. Hence 
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Thus we have 
By (3.1~(3.4) we now see that vd*(Z) = 0, which completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3 ([4]). Let H, be an r-dimensional subspace of Rd and H, be 
its orthogonal complement in R d. Let T, and T2 be the projection operators 
to H, and H,, respectively. Let ,u, be an absolutely continuous probability 
measure on H, and let p2 be a probability measure on Rd such that Tz,uz 
defined by Tz,u2(.) =,t~(T;‘(e)) is absolutely continuous on H,. Then the 
convolution p =p, *p, is absolutely continuous with respect to the d- 
dimensional Lebesgue measure. 
ProoJ: We identify H, and H, with R’ and R,d-r, respectively. For 
x E Rd, we denote x, = T,x and x2 = T,x. Let Y be a random variable with 
distribution ,u,. Let P,(dy, 1 y2) be the conditional probability of T, Y given 
T, Y = yz. Let Z be a set of Lebesgue measure zero. We claim that p(Z) = 0. 
Since 
I,& dy2 I,, x,(x,,~,)dx, =O 
there is a set Z, E .9’(Rd-‘) of Lebesgue measure zero such that, for every 
Y,fZ,, 
i xz(x19~2) dx, =a R’ 
Let 
W,,yJ= j xz(x, +y,,y,)cl,(dx,) 
R’ 
which is Bore1 measurable in (y, , y2). Then by the absolute continuity of ,u, 
we have 
and 
P(Z) = jRdMW h(y,y YJ 
ZZ j 
Z2 
Wddy,)j h(y,,y,)P,(dY,l~,)- 
R’ 
Since T,,uu, is absolutely continuous, we obtain that p(Z) = 0. 
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LEMMA 4. Let H be a subspace of Rd and let A be a linear operator on 
Rd. For given x, let C, = C,(A, H) be the set oft such that efAx E H. Then 
C, = R or 0 or C, is a discrete set. If, furthermore, H is A-invariant, then 
either C, = R or 0 according as x E H or x @G H, respectively. 
ProoJ: Let us assume that there are points s E C, and t, E C, such that 
t, # s and t,, + s. We show that A”eSAx E H for all n > 0. This is trivial for 
n = 0. Let A”eSAx E H for n < k. Since, for t E C,, 
(t - s)-(k+‘) efAx - f’ (t - s)” (n!)-’ A”eS”x 
Ii=0 
belongs to H and approaches to ((k + l)!)-’ Akt ‘esAx as t + s and since H 
is closed, Ak+‘esAx E H. Now, it is obvious that ecrts)*x E H for all t. This 
shows that C, = R. The second statement is obvious. 
LEMMA 5. Let Q E M+(Rd). Let ,u be a Q-self-decomposable distribution 
on Rd with Levy measure v and let 1 and k be the quantities in Proposition 1 
corresponding to II. Then, the smallest subspace containing Spt v coincides 
with the smallest Q-invariant subspace containing Spt i. 
Proof. Let H be the smallest Q-invariant subspace that contains Spt 1. 
By Lemma 4 and (2.3), Spt v is contained in H. Let W be the smallest 
subspace that contains Spt 1 and let I? be a proper subspace of H containing 
W. Let Sk be the set of {E S, such that efQ< E I? for all t E R. This set is 
relatively closed in S,. Let Sh = S,\Sb. For each [ E Si, C&Q, @) is 
empty or discrete by Lemma 4. Choose vectors in W as in the proof of 
Proposition 2. We can assert that there are a positive integer n and x E W 
such that Q”x @ It?. Hence the set (x E W, Qnx E E? for n = 0, l,...} is a 
proper subspace of W and there is r E Spt 1 such that Q”T & I? for some n. 
With this r, we have efQ< & E? for some t. This shows that Sin Spt ;1# 0. 
Let to E Si n Spt 1. Note that Sk is relatively open in S,. There is a 
neighborhood U of to in S, such that U c Sg . Let 
V= (R, x U)n@‘(Rd\@. 
This set is a Bore1 set of R, x S,. Since oQ is bimeasurable, qQ(V) E 9(Rd). 
We have 
v(pQ(v)> = jjv k,(u) u - ‘W) du 
= ju-WG jRL k,(u)u-‘du=co. 
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This shows that Spt v & A since pa(V) c Rd\l?. On the other hand, a similar 
argument shows that the smallest subspace containing Spt v contains W. 
Proof of Theorem. Let Q E M+(Rd). Let ,u be a genuinely d-dimensional 
Q-self-decomposable distribution on R d. We prove its absolute continuity by 
induction in d. If d = 1, then this is a well known fact (see [ 61 or [9]), since 
the class of OL distributions coincides with the class of L distributions. 
Assume that d > 2 and that the theorem is true for lower dimensions. If the 
Levy measure u of ,U identically vanishes, then A must have rank d and ,U is 
absolutely continuous. Assume that v does not identically vanish. Let ,4 and 
k be the quantities in Proposition 1. Suppose that v(H) = 0, equivalently 
1(Hn S,) = 0, for every Q-invariant proper subspace H of Rd. Let H, be a 
subspace of Rd such that A(H, n S,) > 0 and A( Wn Sa) = 0 for every 
proper subspace W of Hi. Obviously the smallest Q-invariant subspace 
which contains H, is Rd, and thus, appealing to Proposition 2, we see that p 
is absolutely continuous as it is a convolution of a probability measure with 
the absolutely continuous distribution which corresponds to the restriction of 
3, to Hi. Now, let us assume that there is a Q-invariant proper subspace H of 
Rd such that v(H) > 0, equivalently A(Hn S,) > 0. Let H, be the smallest 
Q-invariant subspace which contains Spt 1 1”. Let dim H, = r. Let H, be the 
orthogonal complement of H, and let T, and T, be the projection operators 
to H, and H,, respectively. Let ,u, be the Q-self-decomposable distribution 
with the characteristic function 
Define ,u, by ,U = p, * 1~~. Let X and Y be independent Rd-valued random 
variables with distributions ,u, and ,uz, respectively, and let Y, = T, Y and 
Y, = T, Y. By Lemma 5, ,u, is genuinely r-dimensional Q I,;self- 
decomposable distribution on H, . Considering the representation of the 
characteristic function of ,uu2, we see that pu, is Q-self-decomposable, and for 
each tER+, there is a probability measure ,u~ such that 
p,(z) = @,(eprQ “z) P,(z). 
Since H, is Q-invariant, H, is Q’-invariant and we have eCtQ’Tzz = 
T, exp(-tQ’T,)z. We have 
+b, = P,(T,z> 
= Pz(e-‘Q’ T, z) Pt(T*z) 
= T6&w(-tQ’T&) G(z). 
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This shows the T, Q J,2-self-decomposability of T,,q. Let a be an eigenvalue 
ofT,Ql,,. Then C, the complex conjugate of a, is an eigenvalue of Q’Tz lH2. 
Thus E is an eigenvalue of Q’ and, equivalently, a is an eigenvalue of Q. 
Hence T2 Q I,,* E M+(H,). Let L be a subspace with dimension less than 
d - r. Assume that the support of T2,uz, the distribution of Yz, is contained 
in a set x+L={x+y; yEL) with xERd. Then, since X and Y, are 
distributed on H,, ,U is distributed on the set x + L + H,. This contradicts 
the assumption that ,u is genuinely d-dimensional. Thus T,,u, is genuinely 
(d - r)-dimensional. By the induction hypothesis, ,D~ and T2p2 are absolutely 
continuous. Therefore, by Lemma 3, ,U is absolutely continuous. The proof is 
complete. 
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